
About Angel Lola Luv 
 

Angel Lola Luv aka Lola Monroe, Ms. two-times “Eye Candy of the Year“ has featured in some of the hottest videos in Hip 
Hop including 50 Cent "I Get Money", Kanye West "Good Life", Lloyd Banks “Cake”  and “Hands Up”, Busta Rhymes “In the 
Ghetto”, Young Jeezy “I Luv it” and “Bury Me A G”, Twister "Give It Up" and Trey Songz "Wonder Woman.  She debuted on 
countless magazine covers such as King Magazine, Smooth Girl Magazine, BlackMen Magazine, XXL Magazine, Vibe 
Magazine, and many others. From magazine covers, music videos, to pumping in the clubs, and now to the big screen, 
Angel Lola Luv is just beginning to take the industry by storm.    
 

          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Angel Lola Luv and Who?  Wow, I Don't Believe That… 
 
 

[Washington, DC, July 27, 2009] /MJEnt. News/ ----- What would we do without our modern day 'blogging' 
phenomenon?  It renders such entertainment.  Good, bad or indifferent, gossip sites are spewing with facts, 

fiction (mostly fiction), and everything in between.  It 
seems the rumor mills are all in love with one of the most 
desired model/video-vixens in the industry, Ms. Angel Lola 
Luv aka Lola Monroe.  Everywhere you turn Ms. Luv is 
gracing countless magazine covers, featuring in music 
videos of top hip hop artists, and now branching out as a 
new rap diva.  Teaming up with the undisputed mixtape 
giant Dj Fletch, she debuted a new mixtape this month, 
lyrically airing out the rumors and smacking the haters.  
 

Speaking of rumors, one of the notable 'encyclopedias' of 
celebrity chitchat  reported recently that Ms. Lola was in a 
heavy romance, a deep love affair with hip hop's 
swagger-man Souljaboy Tell Em after spotting them 
hanging out several times.  Well, sorry to disappoint the 
blogs, however Souljaboy Tell Em and Miss Angel Lola are 
simply friends. "Souljaboy and I are not dating. We 
recorded a song together for our mixtape projects and 
have a mutual artist to artist respect for each other.  He's a 
cool guy, but right now I'm more focused on upcoming 
films and my new album".  Angel is currently working in the 
studio with several top named producers preparing for her 
debut album release in 2010.  So lucky for all of you fellas, 
Ms. Luv aka Lola Monroe is still single while making major 
moves.  Did we mention Ms. Luv is making her big screen 
appearance starring alongside 50 Cent in the highly 
anticipated movie “Before I Self Destruct"?  Um huh!    

 

Nonetheless, ode to the blogs – keep the buzz going!   The new mixtape “Bo$$ Bitch's World  is smoking (as 
mentioned in XXL, Hip-Hop Weekly, World Star Hip Hop, and on Sirius Satellite Radio)!!   Make sure you pick up 
a copy and see what all the chatter is really about - currently exclusive in all DTLR stores. (www.lola-luv.net) 
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